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Abstract
A popular means of social communication for online users has become a trend with rapid growth of social networks
in the last few years. Facebook, Myspace, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. have created huge amounts of data about interactions
of social networks. Meanwhile, the trend is also true for offline scenarios with rapid growth of mobile devices such as
smart phones, tablets, and laptops used for social interactions. These mobile devices enlarge the traditional social
network services platform and lead to a greater amount of mobile social network data. These data contain more
private information of individuals such as location, habit, and health condition. However, there are many analytical,
sociological, and economic questions that can be answered using these data, so the mobility data managers are
expected to share the data with researchers, governments, and/or companies.
Therefore, mobile social network data is badly in need of anonymization before it is shared or analyzed widely.
k-anonymization is a well-known clustering-based anonymization approach. However, the implementation of this
basic approach has been a challenge since many of the mobile social network data involve categorical data values. In
this paper, we propose an approach for categorical data clustering using rough entropy method with DBSCAN
clustering algorithm to improve the performance of k-anonymization approach. It has the ability to deal with
uncertainty in the clustering process and can effectively find arbitrarily shaped clusters. We will report the proposed
approach and discuss the credibility by theoretical studies and examples. And experimental results on two
benchmark data sets obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository show that our approach is second to none
among the Fuzzy Centroids, MMeR, SDR and ITDR, etc. with respect to the local and global purity of clusters. Since the
clustering algorithm is a key point of k-anonymization for clustering mobile social network data, our experimental
results show that our proposed algorithm can be more effective to balance the utility of the mobile social network
data and the performance of anonymization.
Keywords: DBSCAN algorithm, Rough entropy, Cluster purity, Categorical data clustering, k-anonymization, Mobile
Social network
1 Introduction
Social network service is an evolving platform that focuses
on making and maintaining social network or social rela-
tions among people who share some common activities or
interests. Popular social network services, such as Face-
book, Twitter, Myspace, Linkedin, and many more are the
basic carriers of multi-dimensional space which aim at
shaping a virtual society for reflecting people’s real life and
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status in daily life. Besides, with rapid growth of mobile
devices, they provide huge processing power to soft-
ware applications. These devices could supply valuable
user information to social network and share geograph-
ical location coordinates of the user. However, mobile
social network data uploaded into the social network by
these mobile devices are very sensitive. It contains lots
of private information which lead to privacy leak. Mean-
while, high quality of these mobile social network data is
interesting to researchers or companies with many dis-
ciplines, such as sociology, psychology, market, or habit
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research. Therefore, these data need to be more effec-
tively anonymized so as to protect the private information
before it gets published.
In recent years, a simple and practical privacy-
preserving anonymization [1–7] were proposed to
prevent privacy leak or against identifying individuals.
However, a serious issue is that it decreases data qual-
ity a lot (information loss) after data is anonymized. k-
anonymization is assigning all records into several groups
so that each group contains at least k records. The obser-
vations in the same groups are similar or identical to the
values of their quasi-identifier. Hence, the efficiency and
accuracy of assignment affect the information loss and
the performance [6] of an anonymous algorithm. Cluster-
ing is a useful technique that partitions a set of instances
into subsets (called clusters) so that observations in the
same cluster are similar to each other. A good cluster-
ing algorithm can present high accuracy of assignment.
Hence, clustering is a key point of k-anonymization. If we
improve the performance of clustering algorithm, we can
obtain efficient k-anonymization which can reduce infor-
mation loss of data [6]. Most of the literature adopt the
k-means-based clustering algorithm for k-anonymization
[4, 6, 7]. However, k-means and most of clustering algo-
rithms are presented for clustering numerical data using
some distance function. Therefore, there has been a big
challenging issue for clusteringmobile social network data
which mostly involve categorical data values. Meanwhile,
these data have often no sharp boundary between clus-
ters. Therefore, an algorithm needs to be designed to
handle uncertainty in the clustering process. Huang [8]
and Kim et al. [9] have proposed some works for apply-
ing fuzzy sets in clustering categorical data to solve the
uncertainty issue. Shortly afterward, Kumar et al. [10] pro-
pose an algorithm (MMeR) which use the basic rough set
concepts to handle categorical attribute values as well as
the uncertainty of data sets in 2009. In 2011, Panda et
al. [5] uses this MMeR algorithm instead of the cluster-
ing stage algorithm of OKA [6] and show that MMeR can
have a great success to improve the performance of k-
anonymization for mobile social network data. In 2011,
Tripathy et al. propose termed standard deviation rough-
ness (SDR) [11] for clustering categorical data. In 2015,
ITDR [12] proposed by Park et al. and the experimental
results demonstrate that it has the highest performance
than previous research.
DBSCAN clustering algorithm is proposed by Ester et al.
in 1996 [13]. Although it employs distance function for
numerical data clustering, it does not specify initial points
or cluster number and it can also determine arbitrary
shapes. Therefore, for improving the performance of
mobile social network categorical data clustering algo-
rithm, we refer to the basic theory of DBSCAN algorithm
in our works.
Rough set is a powerful theory proposed by Pawlak in
1982 [14, 15], which is applied to data mining, machine
learning, pattern recognition, and feature selection suc-
cessfully [16–19]. The entropy in information theory
proposed by Shannon [20] is a useful mechanism for
measuring uncertainty in rough sets. Therefore, many
papers are presented which combine rough set theory
with Shannon’s entropy theory for data labeling and out-
lier detection [21–23]. Especially, Reddy et al. present data
labeling method based on cluster purity using relative
rough entropy for categorical data clustering [23]. They
apply any clustering algorithm to cluster categorical data
into several clusters, then use their proposed method to
cluster unlabeled data. Their experimental result demon-
strates that it obtains a satisfactory performance. We
employ their cluster purity theory with another way to
design a novel clustering algorithm for the mobile social
network categorical data.
In this paper, we propose a rough entropy method with
DBSCAN algorithm for clustering mobile social network
data to improve the performance of K-anonymization
approach. We employ DBSCAN algorithm with rough
entropy method, to calculate the purity of cluster, which
can handle uncertainty and improve the performance of
categorical data clustering. After adding one data point, if
cluster purity is decreased to an acceptable level (thresh-
old λ), then we add this point into the cluster. Subse-
quently, we use the DBSCAN algorithm to recognize next
core point and generate new clusters. Finally, after merg-
ing several clusters which have common data points, we
can get objective clusters. We have succeeded in showing
that the proposed method is able to achieve higher local
and global purity as compared to Fuzzy Centroids,MMeR,
SDR, and ITDR technique [9–12]. Therefore, our cluster-
ing algorithm can improve the efficiency and accuracy of
assignment for k-anonymization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we will introduce mobile social network data,
rough set theory, and rough entropy, as well as DBSCAN
algorithm. Section 3 introduces our proposed method. In
Section 4, a data set which is referred to paper [23] is used
to illustrate our algorithm. Section 5 compares the perfor-
mance of our proposed algorithm with other related algo-
rithms by the concept of local and global purity to ensure
our algorithm can be more efficiently for mobile social
network categorical data clustering. Finally, in Section 6,
we will conclude this paper.
2 RelatedWork
2.1 Mobile social network data
With the rapid development of mobile devices, users
upload personal comment and share their location, habit,
and emotion into social network service to reflect real
life more conveniently. Therefore, these mobile devices
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enlarge the traditional social network service platform and
lead to huge amounts ofmobile social network data. These
large data are interesting to government or companies for
big data analysis. The comment, location, and published
time of these mobile social network data can be used
to analyze the popularity of tourist attractions with the
change of seasons to improve the quality of tourism envi-
ronment. People’s attention or habit of these data can be
used to manufacture popularity products. These data also
can be used to analyze the user’s comments or emotion to
adjust some policies by government, etc. However, these
huge amounts of published data lead to privacy leak and
can even be linked to an individual. Hence, how to balance
the data quality and data privacy has become a challenging
issue before mobility data managers publish these mobile
social network data.
k-anonymization is assigning records into several
groups so that each group contains at least k records. The
observations in the same groups are indistinguishable in
their privacy-related attributes (quasi-identifier) so that it
cannot be linked to an individual, for protecting private
information. Consider the data in Table 1, live location,
birth year, citizenship, and nickname are regarded as
quasi-identifiers. It can be easy to obtain that there is one
person whose nickname is chen, who was born in 1988,
and live in Seoul,Gwangjindistrict originally from China.
If the table has more detail such as work station, educa-
tional background, religion, etc. or other published data
which can be linked by quasi-identifiers, we can obtain
more information about chen and even identify an indi-
vidual. Therefore, private information of this user such as
the time, location, contents of posted comment, habit, and
emotion will be leaked.
The purpose of k-anonymization is to hide or general-
ize the values of quasi-identifier in the same cluster before
mobility data managers publish it so as to protect personal
privacy. Therefore, clustering can be treated as a key point
of k-anonymization for these mobile social network data.
2.2 Rough set theory
In rough set, a set of data points are stored in a table, this
table is referred to as an information system. This infor-
mation system is defined as a quadruple IS = (U ,A,V , f ).
U is a non-empty finite set of data points. A is a non-
empty finite set of attributes. V is the union of attribute
values. f : U × A → V is an information function
which associates a unique value of each attribute with
every object belonging to U, such that for any a ∈ A
and x ∈ U , f (x, a) ∈ Va. Va is called the value set of
attribute a [24–26].
Definition 1 For information system. With any of P ∈
A there is an associated equivalence relation IND(P)
described as follows [24]:
IND(P) = {(x, y) ∈ U2 : ∀a ∈ P, f (x, a) = f (y, a)} (1)
The relation IND(P) is called a P-indiscernibility rela-
tion. The partition of U is a family of all equivalence
classes of IND(P) and is denoted by U/IND(P). If (x, y) ∈
IND(P), then objects x and y are indiscernible from each
other by attributes from P. The equivalence classes of the
P-indiscernibility relation are denoted [ x]UP .
2.3 Rough entropy
The entropy put forward by Shannon [20] as an effective
measure of uncertainty has been wildly used for charac-
terizing the information contents in all sorts of fields.
Rough entropy is an extension of entropy tomeasure the
uncertainty in rough sets.
Definition 2 Give an information system IS =
(U ,A,V , f ). For any P ⊆ A, let IND(P) is the equiva-
lence relation as the form of U/IND(P) = {P1,P2, · · · ,Pm}.









|Pi|/|U| is denotes the probability of any x ∈ U being
in equivalence class Pi. 1 ≤ i ≤ m and |M|denotes the
cardinality of set M.
2.4 DBSCAN algorithm
Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
(DBSCAN) is a data clustering algorithm proposed by
Table 1 Mobile social network data
User Live location Birth year Citizenship Nickname ... Privacy information
1 Seoul,Gangnam 1980 Korean kim · · ·
2 Seoul,Dongdaemun 1985 Korean park · · · The time, location,
3 Seoul,Gangnam 1982 Korean lee · · · contents of posted
4 Seoul,Dongdaemun 1985 Korean jin · · · comment, habit,
5 Seoul, Jongno 1982 Korean jin · · · emotion, etc.
6 Seoul,Gwangjin 1988 China chen · · ·
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Ester et al. in 1996 [13]. Consider a set of points in some
space to be clustered. For the purpose of DBSCAN clus-
tering, the points are classified as core point, border point,
and noise [27, 28] as follows:
• A point p is a core point if it has more than a
specified number of points (MinPts) within ε (Eps).
• A border point has fewer than MinPts within ε (Eps),
but is in the neighborhood of a core point p.
• A noise point is any point that is not a core point or a
border point.
In Fig. 1 [27], we define minPts = 3 and ε (Eps) = 1. Red
points are core point, since at least 3 points surround it
in a ε radius. Because core points are all reachable from
each other, they form one cluster. Point x7 and x8 are bor-
der points and reachable from point x5 and x6, thus, also
belong to the cluster. Point x9 is a noise point.
To summarize, if clusters have a common data point
(reachable from each other), these clusters can be merged
and generate a new cluster (x9 is not reachable from any
other point, it is a noise point).
3 DBASCN based on rough entropy
Rough entropy method is usually used with data label-
ing and outlier detection. However, researchers give a few
attentions to use it in categorical data clustering. In the
following paragraph, we will introduce the procedure that
performs categorical data clustering using rough entropy
with DBSCAN algorithm.
Definition 3 A ratio between total rough entropy
(TotalRE) and maximum total rough entropy (MaxRE) is
defined as cluster purity with following format [23]:
Purity(Ci) = (TotalRE(Ci))/MaxRE (3)
The sum of rough entropy on all attributes of cluster can
be calculated as the total rough entropy.
Fig. 1 Example of DBSCAN algorithm
Definition 4 The maximum total rough entropy
(MaxRE) of any cluster Ci for any attribute is defined
as MaxRE(Ci) = K × log(m). Where, K is the attribute
number of data points and m is the number of data points
in cluster Ci [23].
This section we will introduce our algorithm which is
called RE-based DBSCAN algorithm. The related def-
initions have been discussed in the previous section.
DBSCAN algorithm can automatically find core point and
generate clustering based on these points. Since the dis-
tance function is not suitable for categorical data, we
employ the variation of cluster purity (calculated by rough
entropy) to instead of parameter ε (Eps).
Some of social network data may contain a few numer-
ical values. Therefore, we can adopt the method of calcu-
lating means between maximum and minimum value to
group numerical values into several intervals. Hence, the
numerical values can be converted to categorical values.
After DBSCAN algorithm recognizes one core point, an
information system IS = (U ,A,V , f ) can be obtained.
Although, this system only has one data point in U
(regarded as cluster Ci). After sorting the remaining data
points according to the corresponding cluster purity, we
can obtain one sorted table (x1, x2, · · · , xk , · · · , xn) (the
cluster purity is calculated by one core point and one of
remaining point). Since clustering algorithm is the task for
partitions a set of instances into groups, the observations
in the same groups are most similar to each other. It does
not mean that objects should be identical. Therefore, for
any other data point xk of the sorted table, add xk into
cluster Ci if cluster purity is decreased to an acceptable
level (threshold λ), add data point xk into cluster Ci. Oth-
erwise, DBSCAN algorithm recognizes next core point
and generate cluster by the above method. Finally, after
merging several clusters which have common data points,
we can get objective clusters. If the minimum point num-
ber of one cluster is smaller than a threshold value v, then
we can merge this cluster into another new cluster, which
has the highest cluster purity.
RE-based DBSCAN algorithm
Input: Dataset D with n data points, a threshold value
λ, and minimum point number values v Output: a set of
clusters
1 For every data point xi ∈ D(1 ≤ i ≤ n)
2 Begin
3 DBSCAN algorithm recognize one core point,
obtain an information system
IS = (U ,A,V , f ); (This system only have one data
point in U regard as cluster Ci)
4 For every data point xj ∈ D(1 ≤ j ≤ n and j = i),
add xj into cluster Ci
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5 For every a ∈ A
6 Calculate the partition {U/IND(a)} of two
data point xi and xj;
7 Calculate the rough entropy RE(a) of two data
point xi and xj;
8 Calculate Maximum rough entropy MaxRE of
data point xi and xj;
9 Calculate the Cluster purity of xi and xj;
10 According to cluster purity, sort data as
(x1, x2, · · · , xk , · · · , xn)(k = i)
11 For every sorted data points xk , add xk into cluster
Ci;
12 For every a ∈ A
13 Calculate the partition {U/IND(a)} of cluster
Ci;
14 Calculate the rough entropy RE(a) of cluster
Ci;
15 Calculate Maximum rough entropy MaxRE of
cluster Ci;
16 Calculate the Cluster purity of cluster Ci;
17 If cluster purity(Ci) ≥ λ and cluster
purity(Ci) decrease than previous one
18 Add data point xk into cluster Ci;
19 End
20 If several small clusters have common data
points, merge clusters;
21 IfminPts < v, according to cluster purity merge
this cluster with other cluster;
22 End
23 Return
RE-based DBSCAN algorithm treats every point as core
point and estimates the cluster purity to make clusters.
The evaluation criteria λ (ε for the DBSCAN algorithm) is
equal for every point. Analogous to DBSCAN algorithm,
if this value of λ is too large, we will suffer from the over-
fitting problem. However, our algorithm use the cluster
purity to partition the clusters. We can let the threshold
λ = N × log(m)/K × log(m)(N ≤ M). If N = K , λ is
equal to 1, it means all values of all attributes are iden-
tical. Otherwise, all values of all attributes are different
when N = 0. Since we do not know the actual cluster
number of the unseen data set, we can guess the distri-
bution of clusters to control the threshold value λ so as
to avoid the overfitting problem and obtain the object
clusters.
4 Certification by example
In this section, we make an example of mobile social net-
work data to facilitate understanding and to ensure the
reliability of our clustering algorithm. As shown in Table 2,
there are some information of mobile social network data,
such as a is live location, b is birth year, c is citizenship.
Table 2 A data set with 14 data points
User Live location Birth year Citizenship Privacy information
x1 Korea, Seoul 1988 Korean
x2 Korea, Busan 1988 Korean
x3 Korea, Seoul 1988 Chinese
x4 Korea, Seoul 1988 Chinese
x5 Germany, Berlin 1988 German The time, location,
x6 Germany,Munich 1988 German contents of posted
x7 Germany, Berlin 1999 German comment, habit,
x8 Korea, Seoul 1988 Korean emotion, etc.
x9 Korea, Busan 2000 American
x10 Germany,Munich 1999 German
x11 Korea, Incheon 2000 American
x12 Germany,Munich 1988 German
Given an information system IS = (U ,A,V , f ), where
U = {x1, x2, · · · , x14}, A = {a, b, c}. Let threshold λ = 0.67
and v = 2.
For core data point x1 of DBSCAN, calculate the cluster
purity between x1 and the rest points, and then sorting
these points by cluster purity values.
In Table 3, for data point x1 and x2, the partitions
induced by all singleton subsets of a ∈ A are calculated by
formula 1;
U/IND(a) = {{x1}, {x2}}
U/IND(b) = {{x1, x2}}
U/IND(c) = {{x1, x2}}
According to formula 2, the rough entropy of each












































The maximum total rough entropy of cluster Ci is cal-
culated by Definition 4:
MaxRE = K × log(m) = 3log(2) = 0.9031
Table 3 Data points in cluster with two unsorted data points
User Live location Birth year Citizenship
x1 Korea, Seoul 1988 Korean
x2 Korea, Busan 1988 Korean
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The total of rough entropy of two data points is calcu-
lated as follows:
TotalRE = RE(a) + RE(b) + RE(c) = 0.602
Therefore, the purity of two data points is calculated by
using formula 3 as follows:
Purity(Ci) = (TotalRE(Ci))/MaxRE = 0.667
Analogously, we can find that cluster purity val-
ues between x1 and the rest of the data points are
(0.667, 0.667, 0.667, 0.333, 0.333, 0, 1.0, 0, 0, 0, and
0.333). According to these cluster purity values, we sort
data points as follows: (x8, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x12, x7, x9, x10,
and x11).
Take x1 as core point of DBSCAN, after adding data
point x8, the data points of cluster Ci are shown in Table 4:
Analogously, we calculate the cluster purity as 1.0. It
means all points in the cluster Ci is same with each other.
The cluster is “clean”. Therefore, add data point x8 into
cluster Ci.
After adding data point x2, the cluster Ci is: U =
{x1, x8, x2}. Correspondingly, we can obtain that the clus-
ter purity is 0.807 and it is bigger than threshold λ. There-
fore, add data point x2 into cluster Ci. Similarly, continue
to add sorted data points until the cluster purity is smaller
than threshold λ or cluster purity is increased in cluster
Ci. After adding data point x3, the data points of cluster Ci
are shown in Table 5:
The partitions induced by all singleton subsets of a ∈ A
are calculated by formula 1;
U/IND(a) = {{x1, x8, x3}, {x2}}
U/IND(b) = {{x1, x8, x3, x2}}
U/IND(c) = {{x1, x8, x2}, {x3}}
Analogously, according to formula 2, the rough entropy

















































Table 4 Data points in cluster with two sorted data points
User Live location Birth year Citizenship
x1 Korea, Seoul 1988 Korean
x8 Korea, Seoul 1988 Korean
Table 5 Data points in cluster with 4 sorted data points
U Live location Birth year Citizenship
x1 Korea, Seoul 1988 Korean
x8 Korea, Seoul 1988 Korean
x2 Korea, Busan 1988 Korean
x3 Korea, Seoul 1988 Chinese
The maximum total rough entropy of cluster Ci is cal-
culated by Definition 4:
MaxRE = K × log(m) = 3log(4) = 1.8062
The total of rough entropy of two data points is calcu-
lated as follows:
TotalRE = RE(a) + RE(b) + RE(c) = 1.318
Therefore, the purity of two data points is calculated by
using formula 3 as follows:
Purity(Ci) = (TotalRE(Ci))/MaxRE = 0.729 > λ
Therefore, add data point x3 into cluster Ci.
After adding data point x4, the cluster Ci is: U =
{x1, x8, x2, x3, x4}. Correspondingly, we can obtain that the
cluster purity is 0.757. Although this value is over the
threshold value λ, this value is increased after adding data
point x4 into cluster Ci. It means that this point is similar
to another points (like x3) rather than core data point x1
of DBSCAN method. Therefore, we stop this procedure
and we can obtain one cluster that contains {x1, x8, x2, x3}.
Similarly, all clusters of each core point can be found by
repeating the above method.
Finally, by DBSCAN algorithm, merge these
small clusters if they have common data points.
Therefore, the result of our proposed algorithm is
C1{x1, x2, x3, x4, x8},C2{x5, x6, x7, x10, x12} and C3{x9, x11}.
The data set in Table 2 is given for estimating the per-
formance of our mobile social network data clustering
algorithm. We use rough entropy method to calculate the
similarity between data points and employ the basic idea
of DBSCAN method to merge the clusters which have
common data points to generate target clusters. Our algo-
rithm analyzes the change of cluster purity after attempt-
ing to add new data points to the cluster. If the reduction
of cluster purity keeps at an acceptable level of λ after
adding a data point, then add the data point into the clus-
ter. Analogously, if the number of instances in one cluster
is under the minimum threshold value v, this cluster can
be merged into other clusters by comparing the cluster
purity.
5 Experimental results
In order to prove that our proposed clustering algorithm
has a stronger performance so as to balance the utility of
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Table 6 Local Purity of clusters in Soybean data
Clusters C1 C2 C3 C4 Sum Purity
1 10 0 0 0 10 1
2 0 10 0 0 10 1
3 0 0 10 0 10 1
4 0 0 0 17 17 1
data and the efficiency of anonymization, we have imple-
mented the algorithm using JAVA language and tested on
several data sets obtained from theUCIMachine Learning
Repository which were used in previous clustering works
[12]. The local and global purity of clusters is used to
measure the quality of the clusters. The global purity of a
cluster is defined as:
Global purity = Number of data occurring in its corresponding classThe number of data in the data set





m is the number of clusters obtained from the proposed
algorithm.
According to the above measure, a higher value of over-
all purity and local purity indicates a higher performance
of clustering algorithm. Therefore, if these two values are
1, it means clustering algorithm is perfect for clustering
data into its corresponding cluster. In this section, our
proposed algorithm is compared to six algorithms based
on Soybean and Zoo data sets to ensure the superiority
and efficiency of our algorithm.
Experiment 1. The Soybean data set contains 47
objects. For each data point, the information of soy-
bean diseases is described by 35 categorical attributes.
This data set totally represents four kinds of soybean
diseases. The data set includes 17 objects for describ-
ing Phytophthora Rot disease, 10 objects for describing
Diaporthe Stem Canker disease, 10 objects for describing
Charcoal Rot disease as well as 10 objects for describing
Rhizoctonia Root Rot disease [10–12]. Since there are four
kinds of diseases, the results based on our algorithm gen-
erate four clusters. Table 6 summarizes the results of our
algorithm on the Soybean data set.
Table 6 contains information about actual and predicted
data distribution by a clustering algorithm. Each column
of the Table (C1,C2, ...,C4) represents the instances in an
actual cluster, each row (1, 2, ..., 4) represents the instances
in a predicted cluster by a clustering algorithm in Soybean
data set.
As shown in Table 6, all of 47 objects are correctly
classified into its corresponding clusters. Thus, the local
and global purity of the clusters is 100%. Kim et al. [9],
Kumar et al. [10], Tripathy et al. [11], and Park et al.
[12] have compared this data set with different categorical
data clustering algorithms. In this research, our algorithm
is applied to the same data set, and therefore we can
compare with these algorithms to check superiority and
efficiency of our proposed algorithm.
Figure 2 shows that our algorithm outperforms Fuzzy
Centroids, MMeR, and SDR method on the Soybean data
set [12]. Our algorithm has the most significant local and
global purity which is 1.0, which means all of the clusters
is correctly classified. Since the distribution of clusters is
not dense in this data set and even the threshold value
λ is quite large, it will not suffer from the overfitting
problem. Therefore, we can ensure that our algorithm
has higher superiority and efficiency than MMeR, SDR
algorithm.
Experiment 2. The Zoo data set contains 101 objects.
For each data point, the information of an animal is
Fig. 2 Comparison of Soybean data set with other algorithm [12]
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Table 7 Local purity of clusters in Zoo data
Clusters C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Sum Purity
1 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 1
2 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 1
3 0 0 2 13 0 0 0 15 0.867
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 1
5 0 20 0 0 0 0 1 21 0.952
6 0 0 0 0 0 8 2 10 0.8
7 0 0 3 0 4 0 0 7 0.571
described by 18 categorical attributes. This data set totally
represents seven kinds of animals [10–12]. Therefore, the
result based on our algorithm needs to generate seven
clusters and compare with other algorithms. Table 7 sum-
marizes the results of run our algorithm on the Zoo data
set.
Similar to Table 6, each column of the Table 7
(C1,C2, ...,C7) represents the instances in an actual clus-
ter, each row (1, 2, ..., 7) represents the instances in
a predicted cluster by a clustering algorithm in Zoo
data set.
For 101 objects, 93 objects are correctly classified into
its corresponding clusters. Thus, the global purity of the
clusters is 92%.
The comparison of global and local purity are showed as
follows:
From Fig. 3, it is clear that our algorithm has the high-
est purities as the local purity is 88.4%, the global purity
is 92%, and total purity is 90.2%. Therefore, our algorithm
performs better than Fuzzy Centroids, MMeR, SDR, and
ITDR algorithm on the Zoo data set [12]. Our algo-
rithm not only has the more significant local purity but
also has the more significant global purity. It means we
decrease misclassification during running the clustering
algorithm.
From above two examples, we can conclude that our
algorithm is the most efficient algorithm for categorical
data clustering. Meanwhile, our experiments show that
it is more efficient than MMeR, SDR, and ITDR which
employ the rough set theory for clustering. Therefore,
our clustering algorithm is suitable for k-anonymization
and will reduce the information loss and provide more
useful mobile social network data to the government or
companies.
6 Conclusions
Social networks are growing rapidly with the develop-
ment of mobile devices. These devices supply valuable
user information to social network including the user’s
geographical location coordinates. Meanwhile, mobile
social network data provide interesting opportunities to
researchers and/or companies withmany disciplines, such
as sociology, psychology, market, or habit research. There-
fore, these data are badly in need of anonymization before
it gets published by mobility data managers. For bal-
ancing the utility of these data and the performance of
anonymization, we propose a new clustering method for
anonymous mobile social network data. Our algorithm
needs no initial points and cluster number from users
and it can handle the impreciseness of data. The the-
oretical studies and experimental results show that our
method is more efficient than most of the related algo-
rithms including MMeR, SDR, and ITDR which are the
algorithms based on rough set theory. We believe that
our approach is useful and credible for anonymization.
The further work will focus on gathering high dimension
mobile social network data to estimate the feasibility of
our proposed approach.
Fig. 3 Comparison of Zoo data set with other algorithm [12]
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